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— the complete system of piling

●  3 levels of Movax Control System
  – MCS Lite
  – MCS Pro
  – MCS Pro+auto
●  Controls ALL Movax piling 

attachments using excavator 
auxiliary hydraulics

Side grip pile drivers
●  Clamps for timber tubes, 

H-beam/sheet piles
●  Modular arms, pads
●  Resonance-free option

Piling hammers
●  4 models
●  Leader mast option

Piling drills
●  Cast-in-situ piles
●  General drilling duties

Manipulators
●  Choice of profiles and 

grip surfaces to suit 
a wide range of load 
shapes

Movax Remote
●  Performance monitoring 
●  Diagnostics

The MOVAX system of piling – sold, installed & supported by Premier Rock Machinery – provides an 
accurate, professional, modular excavator-mounted piling system that can grow with your business 
and differentiate you from your competitors. Applications include roadworks, rail, utility installation 
& maintenance, marine & waterway construction, flood mitigation, bridge & culvert works, top down 
tunnel & underpass construction etc.

ENHANCEMENTS  

M-logbook™
● Documentation
● Reporting

Premier Rock Machinery represents Movax in 
Australia, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea, 
and offers sales, installation, training and service 
support in close liaison with the factory. Parts 
and on-the-ground support are only a day away.

Movax has developed its product line beyond 
its initial, revolutionary side-grip sheet pile 
installer that allows excavators to install sheet 
piles in low-headroom applications, and now 
offers the market a versatile, reliable, cost- 
effective and productive piling system that 
includes:
  Side-grip pile drivers adaptable for use on 
sheet piles, H-beams, tubular piles and timber 
piles

  Piling hammers for use with sheet piles, 
H-beams, tubular piles, timber piles and pre-
cast concrete piles

  Piling drills for cast-in-situ concrete piles and 
other drilling work

  Manipulators for handling piles etc
  Three levels of control system (compatible with 
all types of Movax piling equipment).
All systems use the normal auxiliary hydraulic 

system of the excavator.

 
 Movax – the 

next generation
The Movax name has become syn-

onymous with innovative, efficient 

excavator-mounted piling solutions. 

Movax piling attachments continue to 

evolve so that over 1700 units have now 

been delivered, working in over 50 coun-

tries across six continents.

The Movax piling hammer can be 
directly attached to the excavator or 

used with a Movax leader mast

The versatility of the pile drivers is achieved 
through a system of interchangeable arms, 
clamps and pads to suit different types and 
sizes of pile. A resonance-free variable eccen-
tric moment option is offered for work near 

GREATER PRODUCTIVITY AND PRECISION
The control systems range begins with the  
MCS Lite system that provides basic but precise 
functionality for machines where piling is only 
one of a number of functions performed by the 
host excavator, and extends to the MCS Pro and 
MCS Pro+auto advanced systems designed for 
excavators totally or largely dedicated to piling 
work. These systems allow greater productivity 
and precision, with the auto system incorporat-
ing automated functions.

All control systems provide control over all 
excavator functions, and have ergonomic control 
grips with thumb wheels, and proportional con-
trol. All systems have full-colour display screens 
for the operator, with the screen size on both the 
Pro systems being significantly larger than that 
on the Lite system.

Movax Remote is a proprietary system that 
allows remote monitoring of the piling opera-
tions, as well as remote diagnostics in the event 
of a problem, and is available with all control 
systems. 

M-logbook™ is an option compatible with 
both Pro control systems that provides reporting 
and documentation of piling works, and can form 
part of a quality assurance system.

Other options for the Pro controls are camera 
input and a wireless site camera on a tripod 
for added safety, and control system software 
updates via memory stick.

Australasian users of Movax piling hammers 
can be assured not only by Movax’s commit-
ment to supporting and continuing to develop 
its products, but also by the support of dealer 
Premier Rock Machinery, which is also trusted 
by other leading specialist manufacturers such 
as Rotar, Montabert and Remu to represent and 
support their products.
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sensitive structures.
The piling hammers can be direct fitted to an 

excavator, or used in conjunction with a Movax 
leader mast. Rotation and tilting are available, 
allowing precise positioning of the hammers.


